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Demolition of existing dwelling, garage and outhouses and formation of a new four bedroom house,
garage and garden studio.
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In conclusion the Local Planning Authority still
have concerns over the size and scale of the
proposal, its proximity to the boundaries and its
potential impact on neighbours. If these concerns
can be overcome than the Local Planning
Authority could support a similar scheme.
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The proposed location of the new Bio Disk is
shown on the Plan Ref: P2673-ASP02_V1 that
accompanies the Arboreal Assessment and
Method Statement.

The kitchen design will include for a Tri-part bin
separating normal waste, recyclable waste and
ood waste for composting. The general waste
and recyclable waste will be stored separately
in externally provided bins ahead of local authority
collection.

waste bins will be stored next to the garage

waste bins including recyclable waste will be
stored next to the garage



Red brick and white render Suffolk white mottled brick & Western
Red Cedar Cladding

Clay tiles Lead grey standing seam

PVC Aluminium

PVC Aluminium and Western Red Cedar

Timber fencing

Gravel

New mottled suffolk brick or rendered
block wall proposed to section of
boundary with neighbouring
Lynedoch Dwelling

Gravel
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21.05 - Existing Drawing Series
21.05 - Proposed Drawing Series
21.05 - Design and Access Statement
P2673-AIA01 V3 - Arboreal Impact Assessment

P2673-TPS01 V3 - Arboreal Method Statement
CIL Form 01
CIL Form 07

Timber fencing



The current use of the site is residential.
There is a single 3 bedroom house, garage and
outhouses on the site.

Please note the following: Existing septic tank is
visible to the rear of the property on Existing GA
Plan ref 00.00.
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